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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
The purpose of this study is to determine the type and number
of grammatical errors made in writing by a specially selected
group of high school students.
The subject grew out of a desire to discover to what extent
the actual writing habits of students were in agreement with per-
formance on a standard test of knowledge of mechanics of express-
ion. 1
A diligent search for and compilation of errors in the work
of students would, in itself, be somewhat futile and useless; but
if an absence of error among some items and a heavy preponderance
of error in other items were discovered, might that fact not have
implications of serious import for grammar teachers?
Hatfield is of the opinion that grammar instruction has lit-
tle effect upon the elimination of usage errors.
"The content and method of instruction in grammar should be
determined by the purposes which grammar can serve. Because
scientific investigations have failed to show the effective-
ness of grammar on the elimination of usage errors, it is
not here organized for that purpose. There is no scientific
evidence of the value of grammar which warrants its appear-
ance as a prominent or even distinct feature of the course
of study."
1. Cooperative achievement Test, Form T, of the American Coun-
oil on Education.
2. Vi 1bur W. Hatfield, An Experience Curriculum in English .
English Monograph 4. national Council of Teachers of English . D.
Apple ton-Century Co., Inc., New York, 1935.
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Hatfield was primarily interested in the construction of a new
course of study in English in which grammar would he, perhaps, a-
mong the least important features. Yet grammar is vitally impor-
tant to any systematic study of the English language and litera-
ture.
The Commission on Secondary School Curriculum of the Pro-
gressive Education Association looked with more favor upon the
subject of grammar.
" Grammar we conceive to he a study of the inter-operation
of words and word groups in sentences. Grammar, in this
large sense, takes its shape and growth from the function
of language to order experience.”
The progressive educators who were responsible for the above
pronouncement on the subject of grammar approached more nearly to
the truth than did Hatfield in his experience curriculum. 4
regardless of the claims and protests of individual teachers
one unalterable fact constantly emerges from all the discussion
about grammar, and that is tnat a knowledge and application of
grammatical principles determine, to a very great extent, the ef-
fectiveness of one's communication with others and the successful
transfer of thought and meaning.
”The most obvious need for the study of English comes from
the importance of communications in human society. An even
more basic need for skill in using language arises, however.
3. Progressive Education Association, Commission on the Second-
ary School Curriculum, Language in General Education
. D. Appleton-
Century Co., Inc., Hew York, 1940, p. 90.
4. Hatfield, op. cit
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from the relation between language and thinking. Growth
toward social and intellectual maturity depends upon the
ability to develop meaning, to organize thought, and to
avoid the pitfalls of language.''^
DEFINITIONS
For purposes of this experiment the term grammar is taken to
mean the scientific analysis of communication in words as evi-
denced in accidence, or the form of words, and in syntax, or the
relationships between words. As here considered grammar does not
include punctuation or spelling, except as spelling determines
the plural form of some few irregular nouns.
Pertinent to accidence are the study of number, gender, and
case of nouns and pronouns ; comparison of adjectives and adverbs;
and the voice, mood, and tense of verbs.
Syntax concerns itself with a variety of subjects including,
among others, the sequence of tenses, the structure of sentences,
substantives as subject and complement of verbs, and other items
which reflect the relationship of words to other words in prose
writing.
The term error itself presupposes an already considered judg-
ment based upon some generally accepted standard of correctness.
The history and development of the English language furnishes
plenty of evidence that there is a duality of authority in the es-
tablishment of any doctrine of correctness. There has always been
5. Modern language Association of America, The English Language
in American Education , published by the Association, New York,
1945, p. 10.
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5the tradition of the living, spoken language, ever-changing, oper-
ating with the tradition of authority imposed by the classics of
literature and the rules of usage formulated by the grammarians.
The students whose work was used in this study used Tanner
and Platt’s l'y English . Book II . as their grammar text, together
with a reference handbook of writing. The Century Handbook of
Writing . The standard works of reference consulted on all points
of issue were Jesper sen's Essentials of English Grammar and
Webster's New International Dictionary of the English Language . 7
IMPORTANCE 0? TEE PROBLEM
It is of the utmost importance that students in schools
should develop to the maximum facility in critical thinking and
clarity of expression in prose writing.
Language expression in written prose is integrally related
6. Hatfield listed these five criteria for the determination
of correctness in English usage:
1) Correct usage must find its authority in the living lan-
guage of today.
2) It must recognize dialect and geographical variations.
3) It must Judge the appropriateness of the expression to
the purpose intended.
4) It must recognize social levels of speech.
5) It must take into account the historical development of
the language.
An Experience Curriculum in English
, pp 241-242.
7. William M. Tanner and Frank J. Platt, My English . Book II .
Ginn and Co., Boston, 1941.
Garland Greever and Easley 3. Jones, The Century Handbook of
Writing . 4th edition, D. Appleton-Gentury Co., Inc., New York,
1942.
Otto Jespersen, Essentials of English Grarrmar
.
Henry Holt
and Co., New York, 1939.
Webster *8 New International Dictionary of the English Lan-
guage . G. and C. Merriam Co., Springfield, Massachusetts, 2nd
edition.
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with the writer's thinking, and therefore it is desirable for tea-
chers to eliminate from written work as many errors as may be
6
readily ascertained. 6
Che of the most recently proposed curricula for secondary
schools includes 'writing' as a required course in the four-year
course of study.
^
Correct written expression is likely to engage the attention
of educators for some time to come; and it is most important that
those educators should know what pitfalls beset the student in
his attempt at clear, written expression. It is the purpose of
this paper to determine those grammatical errors which deter the
student from the accomplishment of correct English expression.
8. Cf. Harold A. Anderson, Critical thinking through Instruc-
tion in English . English Journal . 36, 2, February, 1947, pp. 73-80 .
9. Clarence H. Faust and Beuben arodin. Notes on a Secondary
School Curriculum
.
School navlew . 56, 1, January, 1948, pp 12-25.
Cf. p. 18.
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CHAPTER II
LITERATURE OF THE PROBLEM

BACKGROUND OF THE PROBLEM
One of the earliest attempts at the collection and analysis
of grammatical errors was made in 1908 by Guy 1!. Wilson, then su-
perintendent of schools at Connersville, Indiana. 1 The speech of
school children was analyzed by all teachers who kept a record of
the number of errors made. It is interesting to note that verbs
accounted for 81 per cent of all errors, pronouns were responsi-
ble for 13 per cent, and adverbs for 6 per cent.
W. W. Charters reported upon five studies of errors made dur
ing 1915 and 1916. Charters was the first author to suggest that
a large proportion of the errors of school children were national
rather than sectional in character because of the similarity of
high frequencies in errors in cities widely distributed geographi
cally. 2
After the publication of Charters' study, little seems to
have been done in error analysis for some few years by those con-
cerned with the teaching of English. The unwillingness of the
educators to recognize grammar as a codification of the language
1. The complete report of the analysis of the errors is rec-
orded in the School Board Report for 1908, Connersville, Indiana.
2. »V. W. Charters - Minimal Essentials in Elementary Language
and Grammar
.
Chapter VI in 16th Yearbook of the National Society
for the Study of Education
.
Public School Publishing Co.,
Bloomington, Illinois, 1917, pp 85-110. The cities in which
studies were conducted were Kansas City, Missouri ; Boise, Idaho;
Cincinnati, Ohio; Columbia, Missouri, and several townships in
northern Illinois.
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of educated people, and the heavy reliance upon the teaching of
formal grammar in the classic tradition made grammar a dogma
rather than a science.
Seven years after the appearance of Charters’ first report,
Stormzand and O’Shea published a provocative little book entitled
How Much English Grammar?^ 'Ehe chief value of the book was in the
fact that it reopened the subject of grammar teaching, though it
left unanswered two very important corollary questions to the
main query: (1) How much grammar for which grade?; (2) How much
grammar for which students?^
Interest in the matter of grammar teaching had been revived
by 1925; for there was no other subject in the school curriculum
which consumed so much teaching effort and produced such inade-
quate results. Instruction in formal grammar continued according
to the pattern set in the colonial schools; but graduates of the
schools continued to write and speak a language somewhat less
than correct by the grammarian's standards.
2. On the classic tradition in the teaching of English grammar
cf. Fred R. Conkling, English Grammar Should Be English , in Eng-
lish Journal . 36, 3, llarch, 1947, pp. 150 to 152.
4. Michael J. Stormzand and Michael 7. O'Shea, How Much Eng-
lish Graimar? . Vferwick and York, Baltimore, 1924.
5. A good study of the minimal grammatical concepts necessary
for growth beyond the imitative stage is set forth in Rachel
Salisbury, Grammar and the laws of Learning . English Journal . 35,
5, May, 1946, p. 248; pp. 247-252.
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In 1926 Starling Leonard, who was to pioneer the new concept
of grammar, reported upon a series of tests used in '.7isconsin to
determine grammatical correctness. 0 Out of the results of these
tests came Leonard's idea of "levels of usage", which he set
forth jointly with Moffett one year later. 7
Feeling that he was approaching some explanation of the
great variance between classroom standards and public performance
in English, Leonard reviewed a century of correctness in English
usage. 0 From this work it was but natural that Leonard should
next turn his attention to contemporary teaching of grammar and
and current usage. The result of this survey was published as
the first monograph of the National Council of Teachers of Eng-
lish. 9
From his study Leonard formulated his revolutionary idea that
grammar should reflect the actual writing and speaking habits of
educated men. He recognized that these personal habits were sub-
ject to change and argued that text books should likewise change.
6. Sterling a. Leonard, The V/isoonsin Tests of Grammatical Cor-
rectness, English Journal, 15, 6, June, 1926, pp. 430-442.
7. Sterling A. Leonard and H. Y. Moffett, Current Definitions
of Levels in English Usage
.
English Journal, 16, 5, May, 1927,
pp. 345-359.
8. Sterline A. Leonard, The Doctrine of Correctness in English
Usage. 1700-1800
.
University of /isconsin Studies in language and
Literature . 25, Uadi son, 'Wisconsin, 1929.
9.
Current English Usage . Monograph 1, National Council of Tea-
chers of English, Inland Press, New York, 1932.
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Grammar was not static, but ever-changing as the speech and writ-
ing habits of the population changed.
Leonard's thesis was soon confirmed by an independent study
carried out among school children in Oregon. 10After a very care-
fully controlled study the author concluded that the persistency
of error was due to social imitation, and that, in language usage,
ability was of much less importance than training and social cus-
tom. Elimination of errors, therefore, would depend upon the tea-
ching of functional grammar with continuing application. 11
A doctor's dissertation at Columbia University also advo-
cated a functional approach to the subject of grammar. 12 But in-
structors never change methods as quickly as students are expec-
ted to improve their performance; and any type of grammar taught
alone soon degenerated into the old, formal grammar of the nine-
teenth century.
Two later studies advocated attack upon grammatical errors
by correcting themes and by formal drill upon technical errors
made in themes. One of the studies showed that theme correction
10. Burchard Woodson DeBusk, The Persistence of Language Er-
rors amon^ School Children
.
University of Oregon /ublication -
Education Series . 2, No. 4, May, 1930, Eugene, Oregon.
11. Ibid, p. 79, 89-90.
12. Harry N. Rivlin, Functional Grammar . Contributions to Edu-
cation . 435, Teachers College, Columbia University 3ureau of Pub-
lications, New York, 1930.
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facilitated improvement in punctuation and grammar, but not in
spelling nor capitalization. The second study concluded that for-
mal drill reduced the number of technical errors and demonstrated
its value by improvement in the quality of written themes.
The Progressive Education Association summarized the place
of grammar in English very succinctly:
"For in English, grammar is not so much a matter of form as
of function. The grammar of a word is to be determined less
often by how the word looks than by what the word does in
building the total meaning. Any kind of study, then, that
diverts attention from what a word is doing, is, for English,
an anti-grammatical study though it may be called the study
of grammar itself."^
SUIT 'ARY OF HJBLICATIONS
An analysis of studies relating to errors in mechanics of ex-
pression shews that some definition and delimitation of the prob-
lem being studied is necessary before any conclusions are drawn.
Probably the most important fact about language is that there are
several levels of usage, an idea first advanced by Leonard in
1927. The grocery clerk does not speak and write as does the sur-
geon; the police reporter commonly employs different symbols in
13. John Ernest Fellows, The Influence of Theme-Reading and
Theme- Correct ion on Eliminating Technical Errors in the >7ritten
Compositions of Ninth Grade Pupils
. 8, No. 1, University of Iowa
Studies in Education
.
College of Education, Iowa City, Iowa, 1932.
Jesse Edward Thomas, Elimination of Technical Errors in V/rltten
Composition Through Formal Crill
. 8, No. 2, University of Iowa
Studies in Education , college of Education, Iowa City, Iowa, 1932.
14. Lawrence H. Conrad, A Suggested Simplification of English
Grammar
.
Columbus, Ohio, 1937.
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his work than does the insurance executive. Levels of usage would
seem to be ordained more by economic status of the individual than
by social position or previous education.
A natural corollary to the levels of usage is the demonstra-
ble fact that language habits are acquired and more firmly fixed
by social imitation than by any other means.
Levels of usage thus tend to be perpetuated by the children,
except in those cases where children advance to a higher level by
reason of economic advancement.
Leonard's theory is supported by Charters' work completed
twelve years earlier, in which he showed that errors were nation-
al rather than sectional by nature. Localisms peculiar to paroch-
ial limits affect the style of speech, but infrequently are re-
sponsible for errors.
A large percentage of the errors are those of syntax rather
than accidence; and of the faults of syntax, adverbs, adjectives,
and pronouns are responsible for most. Pronouns without antece-
dents, misplaced modifiers, and lack of agreement between subject
and verb, especially in those instances where phrases and clauses
were inserted containing nouns of a number different than the sub-
ject, make up the largest percentage of error.
From the very nature of these errors it may be seen that com-
munication containing any of them would be ineffective and, in
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some cases, highly inaccurate 15
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In conclusion, then, these common items emerge from studies
of error:
1) There are levels of usage in English.
2) Language habits are primarily fixed by social imitation.
3) Errors are national rather than sectional.
4) Syntax is responsible for more errors than is accidence.
15. Cf. the following studies of errors in composition of high
school graduates: H. M. Clark, Errors in Freshman Composition .
English Journal (College Edition) 18, 32-34, 1929; J. T. Seaton,
The Errors of College Students in the Mechanics of English Compo-
sition . 'Thesis, Ohio State University, 1929; W. E. Vaughan, A Sur-
vey of Freshman College Composition
.
Peabody Journal of Education
.
2, 99-104, 1924; »¥• S. duller. Difficulties encountered by High
School Graduates in the Use of Pronouns . School Review . 39, 622-26,
1931; W. S. Guiler, Difficulties Encountered by High School grad-
uates in tne Dse of /erbs
.
School review
. 40, 455-59, 1932.
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CHAPTER III
METHOD OP INVESTIGATION

THE EXPERIMENTAL GROUP
Members of the sophomore class at Swampscott High School who
were studying college preparatory English were selected as the
experimental group. Sixty-six members of the original group of
eighty participated throughout the course of the study without,
however, being aware that any study was under way.
Swampscott is one of the residential communities of metropolitan
Boston on the north shore. With the exception of a very small
number of local fishermen and town employees, most of the residents
of the town are professional people who work in Iynn or Boston.
The group was composed of thirty-one boys and thirty-five
girls possessed of intelligence quotients ranging from a low of
83 to a high of 140, with the mean I. 9. being 117. The data on
the intelligence quotients is presented graphically in Table A. below
and in Table A of the Appendix.
INTELLIGENCE XJOTIBNTS
BOYS GIRLS TOTAL
NUMBER 31 35 66
LOW 83 104 83
HIGH 131 140 140
MEAN 114.35 120.60 117.475
TABLE A
All the students were pursuing the college preparatory cur-
riculum and were members of the sophomore class for the first
time
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PROCEDURE
The English Cooperative Test, Form T, of the American Coun-
cil on Education was administered to all students before they
started the work of the fall semester, 1947-1948. 1 For purposes of
this study only the scores on the mechanics of expression test
were used statistically.
between September, 1947, and February, 1948, nine hundred
and twenty-four (924) pieces of written prose were critically ex-
amined and grammatical errors were noted and tabulated.**
The prose work examined consisted of themes, book reports,
essay type examinations, of the regular English course, and book
reports submitted for a course in Vorld History.
After the tabulation of -the errors, a vocabulary count was
made to determine what percentage of words used were not included
in Durrell’s remedial reading vocabulary.*^ This procedure was fol-
lowed so that a check might be held against the number of errors
made by individual students. A low error count, or even lack of
error, is not, in itself, evidence of a student's ability or
1. American Council on Education, Cooperative English Test,
Form T, published by the Cooperative Test Service, 15 Amsterdam
Avenue, New York, New York, 1943.
2. Each error was copied with its context on a card on which
the writer's name appeared.
3. This word list appears in the appendix of Donald D.
Durrell's Improvement of Basic Heading Abilities
.
iVorld Book Co.,
Yonkers on Hudson, New York, 1940, pp. 345-388.
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knowledge. It is quite possible, by writing in a medium of very
elementary vocabulary and simple style to hold errors to a mini-
mum; while a very able student, using a complex structure and
very extensive vocabulary multiplies the chances for making gram-
matical error.
For the written work free choice was allowed in selection of
subjects, except in two assignments, where the general subject
was indicated by the instructor. 4 This assignment accounted for
one hundred and eighty of the total number of separate items exam-
ined.
Book reports were based upon books appearing in the reading
list of the school, a list which compares favorably with the high
school reading list published by the American Library Association.5
Complete freedom of choice of topic in composition is highly
desirable, so that the student’s writing will reflect as closely
as possible his natural expression.
In the tabulation of the errors made by the students, only
definitely established errors were counted as such, based on the
texts used by the classes. Usage was interpreted to mean that
recommended by the texts, although many of the students probably
4. The assigned subjects were to write character sketches of
any one of the characters in Ceorge Eliot's Silas learner and
Charles Dickens' Tale of Itoo Cities , thus allowing the students
a certain amount of choice within the limits of each volume read.
5. By Way of Introduction , a high school book list of the Amer-
ican Library Association, published by the Association, Chicago,
1938.
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would agree with Yale's late great philologist, Edward Sapir,
that "whom did you see?" is grammatically correct for use as an
epitaph, but that "who did you see?" was the more proper form for
a determined inquiry.
CONDUCT OF THE COURSE
The course in English offered the experimental group was one
in reading samples of types of literature. 6 No formal teaching of
grammar took place at any time during the year.
Spelling lists were made of words actually misspelled by any
of the students; dictation exercises were given using selections
from the texts read, and all theme subjects were drawn from the
content of the course.
Grammatical principles were explained by commenting upon
typical instances found in the texts read.
%
Constant attention was given to the problem of establishing
in the minds of the students the various levels of usage.
^
6. Books read during the course were Dickens' Tale of Two
Cities : Eliot’s Silas Narner : Herzberg's Off to -arcady : Schweikert'
Short Stories ; Sabatini's The Carolinian . Tucker's Twelve One-Act
Plays .
7. waiter V. Kaulfers of Stanford University set up four types
of English usage:
1) Ceremonial usage, for public addresses and ceremonies.
2) Effective usage, for literary works where emotional ef-
fect is desirable.
3) Normative usage, for the world of business, law, and gov-
ernment.
4) Indigenuous usage, for particular specialized groups, es-
pecially technicians and scientists.
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It was desired that no undue emphasis or attention might be
accorded the nature of grammar so that the study would be affected
as little as possible. For only in that spirit of impartial in-
terest could an accurate measure of actual grammatical error hope
to be valid
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uHARDER IV
ANALYSIS OP THE DATA

INTRODUCTION
The data used statistically in the conduct of this study may
he divided conveniently into three parts: the standard test on
mechanics of expression, the tabulated errors made in writing by
the students, and the vocabulary count of the compositions.
TH3 STANDARD TEST
The standard test administered to all students before the
study was started was the American Council on Education’s Coopera
tive English Test, Form T. 1 The mechanics of expression portion
of the test was divided into three sections, one on grammatical
usage, one on punctuation and capitalization, and another on spel
ling.
The grammatical usage section tested the student's knowledge
of correct forms of verbs and pronouns primarily. One fault of
the test was that no examples of homonyms were given, a field in
which a large number of errors were made by those participating
in the study.
For purposes of the study, punctuation, capitalization, and
spelling were not considered as part of grammar, but it is inter-
esting to note that of the sixty words in the spelling test, not
one was a word with an irregular plural, and most of the total
1. American Council on Education, Cooperative English Test,
Form T, published by the Cooperative Test Service, 15 Amsterdam
Avenue, New York, New York, 1943.
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were words the spelliig of might he determined from the correct
pronunciation, thus emphasizing Jespersen's dictum that any lan-
guage is really oral, the written tongue being but a substitute
o
for oral communication.
The publishers reported a national mean of 43.4 with a stand
ard deviation of 8.7, based on tests taken by ninety thousand stu
dents in two thousand schools of the eastern and middle western
states
.
3
Students of the experimental group established a mean score
higher than the national average, the boys' mean being 51.96 with
a standard deviation of 5.727, and probable error of 1.04, while
the girls' mean was 54.62 with a standard deviation of 5.675 and
probable error of .97. 4 The somewhat higher scores of the group
TEST SCORES
BOYS GIRLS NATIONAL
MEAN 51.96 54.62 43.4
S.D. 5.727 5.675 8.7
E.jj 1.04 .97
TABLE B
2. Otto Jespersen, Essentials of English Grammar
.
Henry Holt
and Co., New York, 1939, p. 17.
3. Table of Norms
.
Cooperative Test Service, New York (no im
print date).
4. For a complete analysis of the test scores cf. Table B in
the appendix.
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may be explained by the fact that only one student comes from a
bi -lingual home, and only five of the students are from the lower
middle class. The same test administered to one hundred and
twenty seven sophomores of Wellesley High School produced a mean
score of 43, somewhat more in line with the national mean.^
THE ANALYSIS 0? ERRORS
Available research indicates that a study of grammar using a
text and a workbook has very little influence on the improvement
of speech or writing of students. A diligent study of grammar is,
at best, a poor substitute for practice in the speaking and writ-
ing of language. 6
Cook placed the responsibility for the teaching of grammar
upon the college teacher and those who train teachers.
"To teach communication effectively, we do not begin with
grammar; we end with it, or we teach it incidentally along
the way."
7
5. The scores of the Wellesley tests were made available
through the courtesy of Hr. J. Roy Hewton of 'Wellesley High School.
6. An excellent summary of research studies bearing upon the
subject of graranar is contained in Dora V. Smith’s English Grammar
Again!
.
English Journal, 27, 8, October, 1938, pp. 643-49. The
same author confirmed her earlier findings in the exhaustive sur-
vey of English teaching in the state of Hew York, reported in
Evaluating Instruction in Secondary School English
.
English Mono-
graph 11 of the National Council of Teachers of English, published
by the Council, Chicago, 1941, cf. pp. 112-113.
7. Luella B. Cook, Stanford University Sets Us All Right . Eng-
lish Journal. 35, 1, January, 1946, pp. 37-40, cf. p. 8.
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No formal teaching of grammatical usage took place during
the course of the present study; but criticism of themes was car-
ried on in class so that all members of the group might benefit
from individual papers,
The students were not aware at any time that a study was
under way
t
so the collection of errors represents the natural and
normal effort of the students concerned.
A breakdcwn of the errors made is represented in Table C.
ERRORS
BOYS OIRLS TOTAL
NUMBER 31 35 66
SUBJECT
VERB 70 77 147
ADJECTIVE-ADVERB 48 56 104
PRONOUN 24 22 46
NOUN 20 10 30
CORRELATIVE 6 7 13
PREPOSITION 11 1 12
MIXED CONSTRUCTION 7 3 10
MISCELLANEOUS 17 13 30
TOTAL 203 189 392
TABLE 0
It should be noted that the whole group of sixty-six students
made three hundred and ninety-two errors; but of that total
thirty boys were responsible for two hundred and three errors
..* i • v IvtL.t-' :f '-'l
< 1
.
-
91 i. .Oil i'-v.fj C-V.i ©X*t < >ito i£®l 0 * •*
e
while thirty-three girls were responsible for one hundred and
eighty-nine errors. Two girls and one boy made no errors.®
The largest number of errors made by both boys and girls was
in the use of verbs, in which respect this tudy confirms earlier
studies, notably one made in South Bend, Indiana, in 1931 in five
different grades of the school system. 9
Two years earlier Clark analyzed the grammatical errors made
in composition by freshmen at the University of California, and
errors in verb usage were second only to those made in the case
of pronouns without antecedents.
Verbs are consistently and perennially the cause of the ma-
jority of errors in usage, and the present study was no exception
to the findings established by research.
^
8. A complete breakdown of number of errors for individual stu-
dents may be found in Table B in the appendix.
9. Spray studied the frequency of grammatical errors made in
the third, fourth, fifth, sixth, and ninth grades. Results based
on 1016 classroom compositions showed verb usage responsible for
more errors than any other item, excluding punctuation and capi-
talization. Cf. Review of Educational Research
. 1, 1931, p. 346.
10. Henry M. Clark, Srrors in Freshman Composition
.
English
Journal (College Edition) 18, 1929, pp. 32-34.
11. Cf. William E. Vaughan, A Survey of Freshman College Compo-
sition
.
Peabody Journal of Education
. 2, 1924, pp. 99-104; Walter
S. Guiler, Difficulties Encountered by High School Graduates in
the Use of Verbs
.
School Review, 40, 1932, pp. 455-59.
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Errors made in verb usage during the study may be classified
as below:
ERRORS IN VERB USAGE
BOYS GIRIS TOTAL
SEQUENCE 0? TENSES 28 20 48
AGREEMENT WITH SUBJECT 15 23 38
HOMONYMS 14 9 23
ERRONEOUS FORM 6 5 11
CONFUSION OF VERBS 4 17 21
MOOD 2 3 5
SPLIT INFINITIVE 1 0 1
TOTAL 70 77 147
TABLE D
Sequence of tenses proved the largest source of error, with
lack of agreement between subject and predicate being second in
number. For purposes of this study the contracted form of ’you
are* or ’you’re’ was held to be a homonym when the student wrote
’your’, although some investigators class this as an error in
both spelling and punctuation. Actually the student who writes
’your’ for 'you’re' is thinking in terms of oral English. Per-
sonal conference with the student comnitting the error always
showed that it was carelessness or thoughtlessness rather than ig-
norance of the correct form that was responsible for the error.
Other representative sentences involving homonym errors are set
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forth below:
"The author's thought is that you should live the way you
wish while your able."
"The cross shows where the treasure is suppose to be
buried."
"My father, whose working in Oswego, New York, likes to
read the Saturday Evening Post ."
"Tea, coffee, and hemp where brought to England, Europe,
and the colonies by ships of all sizes."
Errors in lack of agreement between subject and predicate
were occasioned by intervening words or phrases of a number dif-
ferent than that of the subject, typical examples being these sen
tences
:
"Great preparations for the Third Crusade was already
under way."
"The best wood for skis are hickory."
"Every one of his plays had a moral and were about gods
and heroes."
The remaining errors in this category were the result of us-
ing singular verbs with compound subjects. The two following sen
tences are evidence of this error:
"Meter and rhyme _is good in this poem."
"The dialogue and setting ls_ important because it typi
cal of England in the seventeenth century."
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Seventeen of the twenty-one errors made because of confusion
with proper forms were the three verbs ’lay’, ’raise’, and ’get’
which were functioning for ’lie’, ’rear', and 'become'. In this
particular instance the influence of corrupt oral English with
its excessive use of the very popular but unimaginative 'get' may
clearly be seen in the students’ composition.
Diligent use of the infinitive reduced the need for the sub-
junctive mood, and consequently only a small number erred in using
the indicative in contrary to fact conditional sentences as illus-
trated belcw:
"If it was x-ut on in the classroom, little scenery would
be necessary."
"If he was the robber, he escaped the net."
"He shared everything with her as though she was his
daughter."
It is rather interesting to note that the old problem of the
split infinitive seems to have been conquered in the experimental
group, for the one lone example appearing was this innocuous sen-
tence:
"The sloop was to be later replaced by steam propelled ships.
Errors occasioned by verb usage still are the most numerous,
just as they were in the first error study of record conducted
forty years ago. 12
12. Guy M. Wilson’s study made in Connersville, Indiana, 1908.
cf. Chapter I of this paper.
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Homonyms were responsible for thirty-four of the errors in
adverbs, and the total of thirty-four were occasioned by the use
of ’there' for 'their* and 'to* for 'too'. As in the case of verb
usage, conference with the student established the fact that
carelessness rather than ignorance was responsible for sentences
such as these
:
"I.!en went to fight in ships for there future."
"They were so close that there riggings became entangled
and the Americans sank there ships."
"She is t_o young to realize what has happened."
"That was a fate
_to good for him."
"They were to. wrapped up in their own ambitions to notice
each other."
"People were tried and convicted as rapidly as they could
be taken before there courts."
The other errors were all cases of failure to use an adverb
instead of an adjective, errors of which these sentences are typi-
cal s
"Never speak har3h to any child."
"She always dressed very fashionable ."
An interesting functional error was the use of 'kind' and
'sort' (found in combination with adjectives) in such phrases as
"kind of busy", "sort of mysterious", "kind of impartial", "kind
of a jolly man", "sort of friendly."
The words 'kind' and 'sort' used in such instances would
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'pretty*, ’real*seem to be in a class with the words ’dead*,
and ’terrible’ which Fries recognized as terms of emphasis or in-
dicators of a modified degree of the adjective used with them.
All such words Fries denominated as function words in his analy-
sis of letters written to various agencies of the government 3
Pronouns without antecedents, and nominative forms used for
abjective forms constituted one half of all the pronoun errors,
boys and girls contributing exactly half of each category. The
other errors were caused
,
principally, by the use of ’which’ for
’who* and ’whose* for the phrase ’of which', Much confusion in
the students* minds was evidenced by the misuse of ’who* and
’which'. There is evident an unwillingness on the part of stu-
dents to use 'of which’ for the possessive case, even in the case
of neuter subjects. "The river has cut a narrow valley through
the rock whose sides are so steep one cannot climb them until
steps have been cut." is representative of the students* avoid-
ance of the more cumbersome yet more correct "the sides of which".
In this study pronoun errors were less serious than were er-
rors in misuse of verbs, adjectives, and adverbs.
An experiment conducted in the schools of Quincy, Illinois,
revealed that of 1259 grammatical errors discovered in 1112
themes of ninth grade pupils, 30.6 per cent of the total errors
13. Charles C. Fries, American English Grammar
.
English Mono-
graph 10 of the National Council of Teachers of English
. D. Appleton-
Century Co., New York, 1940, p. 201.
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involved verba while 29.5 per cent involved pronouns. Adjectives
and adverbs accounted for only 10.6 per cent of the errors. 14
Irregular plurals, foreign words, and homonyms were responsi-
ble for all the errors in use of nouns. Only one instance of an
erroneous word was noted in the sentence, "'Hie governor was torn
from his captives and put to death."
Sentences illustrative of the more common errors noted are
set forth below:
"It was impossible for him to forget about his lose ."
"He received gold for weaving clothes for the people of
the village."
"The girl uttered a few crys ."
"Yfliy do millions jam stadiumst o watch a football game?"
"The revolutionists did not have any equipment that would
compare favorably with that of a modern armies ."
Terminal prepositions and unnecessary prepositions cause
such ungrammatical readings as these representative samples:
"Good strategy is what each man in the backfield needs a
lot of."
"He forgot whom he was talking to."
"Carey was suspicious of Latimer, not knowing when he
would fire the gun off .
"
"They were then stored up."
14. This unpublished study was conducted by Mae Khrhart of
Quincy, Illinois, and the summaries were first reported by Glenn M.
Blair in Diagnostic and Remedial Teaching in the Secondary Schools
.
Macmillan Co., New York, 1947. Cf. pp. 343-345.
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Failure to use ’nor' in the double correlative form ’neither
...nor* caused all thirteen errors in this category.
Finally, all mixed constructions noted in the papers were
represented by the very common ’is when’, as shown in the samples
belcw
:
"The crisis is when Latimer is tried for warning the
enemy."
"Another thriller was when Khode Island State was trailing
DePaul."
"Woodchuck Day is when the animal ccrnes out of the ground
and looks for his shadow."
"A serious, realistic play is when the characters seem
real and the play is true to life."
Students need to become aware of the fact that ’when’ and
’where’ clauses may never be used as predicate nouns.
ERRORS AND TEST SCORES
A critical ration of 1.16 was found between the scores on
the standard test made by boys and girls of the experimental group
as shown in Table E.
The critical ratio for number of errors made by the same
groups proved to be 1.44 as shown in Table F.
Neither ratio is statistically significant, and there is no
marked difference between the tests or the accomplishments of
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TEST SCORES
Bo.VS Girls
Number 31 35
Mean 51.96 54.62
Sigma 5.727 5.675
p - 3
*m.
1.04 .97
Difference^ 2.66
•E
*Diff • 1,42
0 *R. 1. 16
TABLE E
NUMBER OF ERRORS
iioys Girls
Number 31 35
Mean 6.54 5.37
Sigma 5.36 4.23
P.E.„
i.v: •
.649 .482
Difference,,
M.
1 .17
r,E
'Dlff.
.8085
C.R. 1.44
TABLE F
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boys and girls
35
The coefficient of correlation between the boys' test scores
and the number of errors made by boys was found to be .677. The
coefficient of correlation between the girls* test scores and the
number of errors made by girls was found to be .568.15 Thus it
may be seen that there is no significant degree of correlation be-
tween the scoi-es on the standard test and the number of errors made
by the individual students.
It was felt that one of the reasons for the lack of a high
correlation between test scores and accomplishment in prose writ-
ing was the vocabulary used by the individuals concerned. The
matter of style of writing is almost as important as the degree
of correctness of that writing.
accordingly a word count of three representative papers of
each student was made, and the percentage of words used not inclu-
ded on Durrell's word list was calculated. The results of this
word count are as shown in Table G.
It is interesting to note that the student who was third in
the girls' list with a test score of 62 made twelve errors but
wrote with 27.3 per cent of words off the list, in a very effec-
tive and polished style, while the girl who was next to last with
15. The coefficients of correlation were determined by the
relative-rank method of computation. Cf. the general reference
Tables C and D in the Appendix of this study.
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PERCENTAGE 0? 0RD3 OFF XTRRBLL*S LIST
BOYS GIRLS
PERCENT OF PERCENT OF
PUPIL WORDS OFF PUPIL WORDS OFF
number BURRELL’S LIST NUMBER BURRELL'S LIST
i 31.4 1 28.5
2 29.0 2 30.9
3 31.8 3 27.3
4 33.3 4 29.0
5 26.2 5 26.9
6 34.0 6 31.0
7 18.6 7 15.8
8 20.9 8 27.3
9 30.4 9 14.3
10 39.0 10 29.0
11 21.4 11 26.1
12 24.2 12 17.3
13 28.5 13 20.4
14 23.8 14 20.6
15 28.0 15 27
16 34.6 16 32.5
17 23.3 17 29.5
18 24.5 18 24.5
19 21.2 19 31.6
20 27.2 20 27.2
21 22.8 21 14.8
22 17.6 22 20.7
23 18.3 23 24.6
24 14.3 24 41.7
25 34.8 25 27.7
26 26.6 26 21.2
27 27.4 27 27.6
28 24.2 28 25.9
29 11.4 29 20.9
30 26.6 30 23.6
31 12.8 31 13.3
32 14.8
33 18.3
34 22.9
35 13.5
TABLE G
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a test score of 44 wrote with 22.9 per cent of words off the list,
but with no attempt at either interest or effective style. The
first girl multiplied opportunities for errors by striving for a
high degree of effective writing, while the second student simply
used words without any regard for the function of those words.
The girl who was seventh in order with a test score of 60
made no errors, but wrote in a very simple and elementary style
with only 15.8 per cent of words off Durrell’s list.
Similarly, the boy who was eighth in order with a test score
of 55 made no errors, but his writing was the uninspired and unin -
teresting elementary prose of a juvenile author.
The boy who ranked second from the top with a test score of
60 made twelve errors but wrote interestingly and effectively with
31.8 per cent of his vocabulary not included in Durrell's list.
However, the student next to the last place with a test score of
43 made twelve errors but wrote a collection of words 26.6 per
cent of which were off Durrell’s list. 16
16. For a reading of test scores and errors made cf. the gen-
eral reference Tables C and D in the Appendix of this study.
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SUI&AHY
1. Use of verbs led all other items as sources of error.
2. Homonyms were responsible for 22 per cent of the total
errors made in the use of verbs, adjectives, and adverbs.
3. There is no statistically significant difference between
the test scores and accomplishments of boys and girls.
4. There is no statistically significant difference because
of sex in grammatical errors made in prose composition.
5. The results obtained in this study were not significantly
at variance with results of other research.
VARIABLES AFFECTING STUDY
1. The uncontrolled elements of vocabulary and style af-
fected the correlation of grammatical errors with test
scores.
2. Physical limitations reduced the size of the sample to
a point at which results would not be too significant.
RECCLLIEIOATIONS
1. The same study should be repeated with five or six
groups working in the same number of different towns.
2. Some attempt should be made to control the style of compo-
sition and vocabulary of the writers.
3. Inflectional forms of words appearing erroneously should
be classified as grammatical errors rather than spelling
errors
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CONCLUSION
A recent study has postulated the thesis that vocabulary is
the best measure of overall capacity, with effectiveness of ex-
pression being the next best predictor of academic success.*
Any means which help a student’s written communication to
become more effective also help the student to command attention
in the increasingly competitive field of higher education.
Elimination and reduction of grammatical errors contribute
to a more effective prose style; and a concerted attack upon homo
nyms would lend itself admirably to the same worthy purpose.
1. Joseph G. Huston, The Graduate Record Examination vs. Other
measures of Aptitude and Achievement
,
Journal of Educational Re-
search
. 41, January, 1948, pp. 338-347. Gf. p. 347.
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APPENDIX

INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS
Boys Girls
Student I. Q. Student I. 3.
1 123 32 123
2 131 33 136
3 121 34 133
4 117 35 140
5 124 36 125
6 128 37 117
7 117 38 133
8 110 39 120
9 109 40 118
10 113 41 119
11 124 42 111
12 122 43 117
13 107 44 128
14 121 45 114
15 114 46 117
16 124 47 122
17 113 48 104
18 109 49 121
19 120 50 131
20 122 51 121
21 116 52 122
22 109 53 119
23 112 54 105
24 83 55 119
25 114 56 131
26 114 57 121
27 106 58 124
28 118 59 110
29 109 60 118
30 114 61 114
31 87 62 113
63 122
64 120
65 124
66 109
TABLE A
. ui»bu$i * . I ineUTJ
\*X
r»i
TEST SCORES
HJPIL SCORE
BOYS
DEVIATION DEVIATION
FROM MEAN 3 3JARED PUPIL SCORE
GIRLS
DEVIATION DEVIATION
FROM MEAN SOJARED
1 62 10 100 1 64 9 81
2 60 8 64 2 64 9 81
3 60 8 64 3 62 7 49
4 59 7 49 4 61 6 36
5 59 7 49 5 61 6 36
6 57 5 25 6 60 5 25
7 56 4 16 7 60 5 25
8 55 33 3 9 8 59 4 16
9 54 2 4 9 59 & 4 16
10 54 2 4 10 59 4 16
11 54 2 4 11 59 4 16
12 54 2 4 12 58 3 9
13 54 2 4 13 58 3 9
14 54 2 4 14 57 2 4
15 53 1 1 15 57 2 4
16 52 <32 0 0 16 57 2 4
17 51 1 1 17 55 0 0
18 51 1 1 18 55 £ 0 0
19 51 1 1 19 54 1 1
20 51 1 1 20 54 1 1
21 51 1 1 21 54 1 1
22 51 1 1 22 52 3 9
23 50 2 4 23 52 3 9
24 49 31 3 9 24 52 3 9
25 48 4 16 25 51 4 16
26 47 5 25 26 51 4 16
27 47 5 25 27 51 & 4 16
28 47 5 25 28 50 5 25
29 44 8 64 29 50 5 25
30 43 9 81 30 50 5 25
31 33 19 361 31 50 5 25
32 47 8 64
1611 1017 33 46 9 81
34 44 11 121
a s 51.96 1017 =32.8 35 39 16 256
52.
31
\/ 32.8
1912 1127
S.D. n 5.727 M - 54.62 1127 - 32.20
35
vT32.20
• D* = 5.675
TABLE B
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CORRELATION OF BOYS * TEST SCORES -YITH ERRORS
PUPIL TEST NUMBER RANK RANK
NUMBER SCORE ERRORS SCORE ERRORS DIPP. DIPP. SO.
1 62 1 1 4 3 9
2 60 2 2.5 9 6.5 42.25
3 60 12 2.5 24 21.5 462.25
4 59 1 4.5 4 .5 .25
5 59 1 4.5 4 .5 .25
6 57 4 6 15 9 81
7 56 5 7 17.5 10.5 110.25
8 55 0 8 1 7 49
9 54 1 11.5 4 7.5 56.25
10 54 2 11.5 9 2.5 6.25
11 54 3 11.5 12.5 1 1
12 54 4 11.5 15 3.5 12.25
13 54 5 11.5 17.5 6 36
14 54 8 11.5 19.5 8 64
15 53 2 15 9 6 36
16 52 1 16 4 12 144
17 51 4 19.5 15 4.5 20.25
18 51 8 19.5 19.5 0 0
19 51 14 19.5 27.5 8 64
20 51 15 19.5 29 9.5 90.25
21 51 3 19.5 12.5 7 49
22 51 2 19.5 9 10.5 110.25
23 50 2 23 9 14 196
24 49 10 24 22 2 4
25 48 14 25 27.5 2.5 6.25
26 47 9 27 21 6 36
27 47 12 27 24 3 9
28 47 13 27 26 1 1
29 44 16 29 30 1 1
30 43 12 30 24 6 36
31 33 17 31 31
*D
2
- 1733
P - 1-6(1733)
31(961-1)
P * 1-.34
P - .66
r . .677
0 0
1733.00
TABLE C
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CORRELATION OP GIRLS * TEST SCORES PITH ERRORS
?UHL TEST NU3/I3ER RANK RANK
NUMBER SCORE ERRORS SCORE ERRORS DIP?. DIPP. SO.
1 64 3 1.5 12 10.5 110.25
2 64 3 1.5 12 10.5 110.25
3 62 12 3 33 30 900
4 61 2 4.5 7 2.5 6.25
5 61 3 4.5 12 7.5 56.25
6 60 4 6.5 18 11.5 132.25
7 60 0 6.5 1.5 5 25
0 59 1 9.5 4 5.5 30.25
9 59 6 9.5 23.5 14 196
10 59 2 9.5 7 2.5 6.25
11 59 0 9.5 1.5 0 64
12 58 4 12.5 18 5.5 30.25
13 58 3 12.5 12 .5 .25
14 57 6 15 23.5 8.5 72.25
15 57 3 15 12 3 9
16 57 7 15 25 10 100
17 55 1 17.5 4 13.5 182.25
18 55 3 17.5 12 5.5 30.25
19 54 1 20 4 16 256
20 54 4 20 18 2 4
21 54 5 20 21.5 1.5 2.25
22 52 5 23 21.5 1.5 2.25
23 52 4 23 18 5 25
24 52 8 23 27 4 16
25 51 2 26 7 19 361
26 51 11 26 32 6 36
27 51 8 26 27 1 1
28 50 8 29.5 27 2.5 6.25
29 50 9 29.5 29 .5 .25
30 50 4 29.5 18 10.5 110.25
31 50 3 29.5 12 17.5 306.25
32 47 9 32 30 2 4
33 46 10 33 31 2 4
34 44 18 34 35 1 1
35 39 16
2
23d
P
P
P
r
35 34
= 3197.50
r 1-6(3197.50)
35(1225-1)
- 1-.447
= .553
= .568
1 1
3197.50
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